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Unit 13Unit 13 Call of the wild Workbook

1 Language: reported speech

See pages 58–61

What someone else said: How you report it:

• “The bears are the biggest in the world,”             • The tour guide said (that) the bears
said the tour guide. are / were the biggest in the world.

If when you report something, it is still true, you don’t have to change the verb:

• “We all want to do it again,” said the                  • The hunters said (that) they all want to do 
hunters. it again.

But more often, the verb changes tense as follows: 

• am /is / are       was/were • know       knew • has / have       had
• will       would • can       could

• He said, “We hunt the bears all day.”                  • He said (that) they hunted the bears all day.
• The guide said, “The trip has been great.” • The guide said the trip had been great.

The past simple can usually stay the same in reported speech, or you can change it to the past perfect:

• The men said, “We shot a bear yesterday.” • The men said they shot / had shot a bear
the day before.

A Tell someone else about the trip, using reported speech.
Example: “The best place to hunt is Alaska,” they said.

• They said that the best place to hunt was Alaska.
1  “Everyone will get an opportunity to shoot a bear,” said our guide. ………………….
2  “One tourist took only three days to find and shoot a bear,” said George. …………………..
3  “You are allowed to kill two bears each,” she said. …………………..
4  “Unfortunately, we can't promise a kill,” was the guide's excuse. ………………….
5  “I refuse to go hunting. It's cruel,” he said. …………………..
6  “I believe that the bears are leaving this area,” the man said. ……………………..
7  The hunter said, “I’ve always hunted here and will continue to do so.” …………………….
8  “When we returned to the area last year, it was still just as wild,” they said. ……………………

If you say whom you are talking to, use tell, NOT say:

• “This is perfect weather,” the guide  • The guide told Jim (that) it was perfect    
said to Jim. weather.

When reporting orders and requests, use the verbs ask or tell (not say) + infinitive:

• “Come with us, Jim,” the guide said. • The guide told Jim to come with them.

To report questions with question words, we use the word order of affirmative sentences:

• Why do people hunt bears?” I asked. • I asked why people hunted bears.

To report Yes / No questions, we use ask + if / whether:

• “Do you enjoy hunting?” I asked. • I asked (him) if / whether he enjoyed 
hunting.

B   Change these sentences into reported speech.

1  “How much does the trip cost?” I asked the tour operator. ………………………….
2  “Have you ever shot an animal before?” he asked me. ………………………….
3  “I don't believe in hunting, Jim,” I said. …………………………..
4  “Wait!” he said to me.  …………………….
5  “What do I have to do?” I asked. ……………………………
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